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Abstract:

The majority of applications are in areas where quick deployment and dynamic reconfiguration are necessary and a wire network is not available for that areas. These include military battlefields, emergency search and rescue sites, classrooms, and conventions where participants share information dynamically using their wireless devices. Well established routing protocols do exist to offer efficient multicasting service in conventional wired networks. These protocols, having been designed for fixed networks, may fail to keep up with node movements and frequent topology changes in a MANET. Therefore, adapting existing wired multicast protocols as such to a MANET, which completely lacks infrastructure, appear less promising. Providing efficient multicasting over MANET faces many challenges, includes scalability, quality of service, reliable service, security, Address configuration, Applications for multicast over MANET. The existing multicast routing protocol do not addresses these issues effectively over Mobile Adhoc Networks (MANET).

On-Demand Multicast Routing Protocol (ODMRP)

On-Demand Multicast Routing Protocol (ODMRP) [20] is a reactive mesh-based multicast routing protocol which uses the concept of forwarding group (FG) to forward the control and data packets to group members. Scopped flooding is used by forwarding group members to deliver the multicast packets to group members via shortest path. Due to reactive nature of protocol, ODMRP consumes network bandwidth very efficiently and reduces channel overhead, since route is created and maintained only when data packets are required to be sent.

Group Creation

Multicast mesh is created by the source node whenever source node sends data to the members of multicast group. Mesh is created by periodically broadcasting a JOIN QUERY (JQ) message by the source node to all the nodes of wire-less network. Whenever a node receives a correct JQ message, it records the address of its upstream link (from which it received JQ message) and rebroadcasts the message. The address of upstream link will be used later to relay the JOIN REPLY (JR) messages. Whenever a multicast group member receives a JQ message, it broadcasts a JR message to all its neighbors to announce its group membership. A node upon receiving JR message checks in its local table whether any next node ID matches with its own ID. If it does, then it realizes that it has forwarded the JQ message to the sender of JR message and it lies on the path from the source to the sender of JR message and thus becomes part of forwarding group (by switching on a bit field in JR message). It then forwards the JQ message along the path. Each forwarding group member may receive multiple JR message but relays only once to the source node. When JR message reaches the source node a mesh has been built and forwarding group has been constructed.
Figure 2.5 shows an example of mesh creation in ODMRP [20].

**Group Maintenance**

Group membership and multicast mesh is maintained in ODMRP though periodic transmission of JQ messages by the source node. All the states in ODMRP are soft states which are refreshed periodically by control message mentioned above or via transmission of data packets. Because of having soft states between the nodes, there is no need to send any special message to the member or to the neighbor nodes. If any member wants to leave a multicast group, it simply stops the generation of JR message in reply of JQ message by the source node.

**Data Forwarding**

Data is piggybacked by the source node in the first JQ message. All the subsequent data packets are sent after receiving JR messages from the group members via FG nodes. Source sends the data to receivers using the selected routes and FG nodes. Each intermediate node after receiving a non-duplicate data packet forwards it only if it is a member of FG.

ODMRP builds a group-shared forwarding mesh for each group. Each source performs periodic flood-response cycles, which create multicast forwarding state regardless of existing forwarding state. The frequent state discovery enabled the protocol to search the current shortest paths between each source node and the multicast receivers and improves the robustness of the protocol because there is exits multiple forwarding paths may exist between the members of the group. This is also why ODMRP’s packet delivery ability improves as the number of sources and receivers per multicast group increases and sometimes with increased mobility: the redundant forwarding state improves ODMRP’s packet delivery ability because it serves as a form of forward error correction, and makes the protocol less susceptible to mesh disconnection due to broken links. However, the frequent discovery floods and high speed number of data transmissions significantly increase network load.

Each multicast source for a group \( G \) in ODMRP periodically floods the network with a JOIN QUERY packet which is forwarded by all nodes in the network. This packet is sent every REFRESH INTERVAL, e.g., every 3 seconds. Each multicast receiver responds to this flood by sending a JOIN REPLY packet which is forwarded along the shortest path back to the multicast source that originated the QUERY. Before forwarding this packet, each node waits for JOIN AGGREGATION TIMEOUT, and combines all JOIN REPLYs for the group received during this time into one JOIN REPLY. Each node that forwards the REPLY packet creates (or refreshes) forwarding state for group \( G \).

Each node with forwarding state for \( G \) forward every data packet sent by a multicast source for \( G \) that it receives. A data packet thus follows the shortest paths to the multicast receivers within the forwarding mesh, though is also forwarded towards other sources for the group who may not be group members. Forwarding state is expired after a multiple of the periodic flooding interval to ensure that in the event that some number of forwarding nodes’ multicast state is not refreshed due to packet loss, the forwarding state created from a previous flood would still be valid. This mechanism improves the robustness of the protocol, but may cause multiple overlapping trees to be active in the network simultaneously, each created during a subsequent JOIN QUERY flood [31].

**Neighbor Supporting Ad hoc Multicast Routing Protocol (NSMP)**

Neighbor Supporting Ad hoc Multicast Routing Protocol (NSMP) [32] is an other mesh based multicast routing protocol which uses soft states approach. A multicast mesh is constructed using “forwarding nodes”, which includes source node, relaying nodes and the multicast group receivers. Those nodes which are adjacent to at least one forwarding node are designated as “neighbor nodes”. NSMP also designate source node as group leader as it is responsible for periodic transmission of control messages to maintain the group connectivity. Normally the node with smallest IP is elected as group leader.

**Mesh Creation**

In NSMP, mesh creation process is source initiated. When a source needs the route to the members of multicast group, it floods the entire wireless net-work with FLOOD_REQ messages. Each intermediate node which broadcasts the FLOOD_REQ message caches its upstream node (from which it receives FLOOD_REQ message) in its routing table. When a group member receives FLOOD_REQ message it send an REP message to its upstream node. Upstream nodes after receiving REP message, adds an entry for the multicast group in its routing table and forwards REP to
its upstream node (using the cache entry) and becomes a forwarding node. Mesh creation process in NSMP is similar to that of ODMRP.

**Mesh Maintenance**

NSMP differs with ODMRP in its mesh maintenance phase. Unlike ODMRP, source in NSMP does not periodically flood the network with mesh creation messages to ensure the connectivity of mesh nodes. In NSMP scoped broadcasting is used and each source node periodically transmits a LOCAL_REQ message which is relayed only to the mesh nodes or neighbor nodes. REP message are transmitted in mesh maintenance phase in the same way used as are used in mesh creation phase except that forwarding nodes and neighbor nodes are updated as REP is relayed back to the source node. However, this approach of scoped broadcasting does not always re-cover from all link failures. Unrecoverable link failures and group partitioning will be recovered whenever a new source emerges and floods the network with FLOOD_REQ messages.

**Group Joining & Leaving**

If a node wants to join a multicast group, it sends a REP message in reply of FLOOD_REQ message, but if it is more than two hops away from the mesh nodes, it floods the network with MEM_REQ messages. MEM_REQ messages are forwarded in the same way as FLOOD_REQ message and an REP message is generated whenever it reaches one of the multicast senders or forwarding nodes which is then relayed back to the initiator of MEM_REQ message (the new node who wants to join multicast group). No special packet is required to be transmitted when a node wants to leave the group because of following soft state approach. The node who wants to leave the group just quit sending REP message in response to subsequent group connectivity messages.

**Core Assisted Mesh Protocol (CAMP)**

Core Assisted Mesh Protocol (CAMP) [33] is a mesh-based multicast routing protocol which uses one or more core nodes to create and maintain multicast mesh. Inspired from the basic architecture used in IP multicast, CAMP uses predefined core nodes which are known to all the nodes in the wireless network. However, these core nodes can leave the group if no node is connected to them. It assumes the existence of underlying unicast routing protocol which provides routing information to the mesh nodes. CAMP imposes a restriction on underlying unicast routing protocol such that it must provide correct distance from the known destination in finite amount of time. In the process of mesh creation CAMP ensures that the shortest distance to reach any particular node is included in the multicast mesh. Mesh creation process in CAMP consists of request and reply messages just like ODMRP. Cores are used to limit the control traffic overhead required for receivers to become member of multicast group, however nodes can still join the group even if all the cores becomes unavailable. To ensure that shortest path between each source and receiver is included in the multicast mesh, every entry in the packet forwarding cache is verified periodically. If number of packets coming from a reverse path falls below a certain threshold, a push join or “heart beat” message is sent to all the sources for which this reverse path is being beat, thus ensuring that shortest path is always included in the multicast mesh.

![Figure (a) Traffic flow from router h in multicast mesh [33] (b) Traffic flow in equivalent multicast shared tree](image_url)

**ADMR (Adaptive Demand-Driven Multicast Routing Protocol)**

ADMR [41] does not employ any periodic control packet exchanges, such as neighbor sensing or periodic flooding, and does not rely on lower layers within the protocol stack to perform such functions; it performs both its route discovery and route maintenance functions on demand, and automatically prunes unneeded multicast forwarding state, and expires its multicast mesh when it detects that the multicast application has become inactive. When there are no multicast sources or receivers for a given multicast group G, ADMR does not generate any packet transmissions. If multicast receivers and sources for G exist, ADMR creates a source mesh between each multicast sender S and the multicast receivers for the group. Source-specific forwarding enables the protocol to support source-specific multicast joins and to route along shorter paths than protocols that use group-shared forwarding.

Packet forwarding along the ADMR source mesh does not follow any
predetermined sequence of hops, but instead each non-duplicate data packet is forwarded by each mesh node, thus following the current shortest-delay paths within the mesh, to the multicast receivers. This type of forwarding increases robustness against packet loss due to collisions or broken links. The multicast sources and receivers in ADMR cooperate to create the multicast source mesh. Each source floods its first data packet for a group, and each receiver responds to that flood with a RECEIVER JOIN packet which sets up forwarding state along the shortest path back towards the source. A flood-response cycle is initiated by each receiver when it first joins the group as well. To resolve partitions, multicast sources may occasionally flood a data packet, e.g., every several tens of seconds. To detect broken links within the mesh, the ADMR routing layer at a multicast source monitors the traffic pattern of the multicast source application, and includes the expected inter-arrival time of future packets in each data packet. Each mesh node records this information upon forwarding a packet, and uses it to detect that it has become disconnected from the mesh. Once a broken link is detected, the node downstream from it (relative to the multicast source) will attempt to perform a local repair using a localized RECONNECT packet flood. Before launching the local repair, the disconnected node sends a REPAIR NOTIFICATION packet downstream, i.e., towards the multicast receivers, in order to inform downstream mesh nodes that it is going to perform the repair and they should cancel their disconnection detection timers; nodes farther away from the source than the node downstream of the broken link, would detect the broken link later, because the disconnection timer incorporates the hop count to the multicast source, which node extract from forwarded data packets. Receiver nodes that receive the REPAIR NOTIFICATION postpone their disconnection timers rather than canceling them. If no data arrives after some time, the receivers assume that the local repair has failed and re-join the group using the request-response cycle invoked during group joins.

When the application is temporarily not sending data, the routing layer generates keep alive packets to enable detection of broken links during this inactive period. If the application does not send packets in significant deviation of its sending pattern, the keep alives stop and the multicast mesh silently expires. These mechanisms allow ADMR to detect broken links without the use of periodic control packet exchanges and to make informed decisions about whether or not it is worth maintaining a multicast mesh based on an application’s communication behavior and needs.

**PROBLEM STATEMENT**

**3.1 PROBLEM DESCRIPTION**

Tree-based protocols provide high data forwarding efficiency at the expense of low robustness. Their advantage is their simplicity. Their disadvantage is that until the tree is reconstructed after movement of a node, packets possibly have to be dropped. In MAODV, the tree is based on hard state and any link breakages force actions to repair the tree. A multicast group leader maintains up to date multicast tree information by sending periodic group hello messages. Link maintenance is main problem when link to group leader is break.

Mesh-based protocols perform better in high mobility situation as they provide redundant paths from source to destinations while forwarding data packets. However, mesh-based approaches sacrifice multicast efficiency in comparison to tree-based approach.

*Problem statement*: Mesh based protocol also suffered by creation of loops in the routing path.

**3.2 PROPOSED METHODOLOGY**

Like MAODV, the multicast AOMDV uses the basic MAODV route construction process. In this case, however, some extensions are made to create multiple loop-free, link-disjoint paths.

The main idea in multicast AOMDV is to compute multiple paths during route discovery. It consists of two components:

- A route update rule to establish and maintain multiple loop-free paths at each node.
- A distributed protocol to find link-disjoint paths.

**3.2.1 Computing Multiple Loop Free Paths**

Source S initiate a flood of RREQ packets, an intermediate node A rebroadcasts the RREQ, a neighbor rebroadcasts it, which in turn look at A. It received this RREQ copy to create a reverse path, this will create a loop. In order to eliminate any possibilities of the loop, we maintain a similar as in single path case.

Multicast AOMDV based on a new notion of “advertised hop-count”. The advertised hop-count of a node i for a destination d represent the maximum hop-count of a multiple path for d available at i. Maximum hop-count is considered and the advertised hop-count never alter for same sequence number. It allows alternate path with lower hop-count.

When the sequence number is updated the advertised hop-count initialized each time. It is updated as follows:
ADV hop-count_{i,d} = \max_k \{\text{hopcount}_k/(\text{nexthop}, \text{hopcount}_k) \in \text{route_list}_i \}

**Multicast AOMDV Routes Update Algorithm**

A node i receives a route advertisement to a destination d from a neighbor j. The variable seqnum_{i,d}, ADV_hopcount_{i,d} and route_list_{i,d}, represent the sequence number, ADV_hopcount and route_list for destination d at node i respectively.

If (seqnum_{i,d} < seqnum_{j,d})
Seqnum_{i,d} = seqnum_{j,d}
If (i≠d) then
ADV_hopcount_{i,d} = NULL
Insert(j, ADV_hopcount_{j,d}+1) into route_list_{i,d}
else
ADV_hopcount_{i,d} = 0
endif
else (seqnum_{i,d} = seqnum_{j,d}) and
((ADV_hopcount_{i,d}, i) > (ADV_hopcount_{j,d}, j))
then
insert(j, ADV_hopcount_{j,d}+1) into route_list_{i,d}
endif

- There are two types disjoint paths:
  a) Node-disjoint
  b) Link-disjoint

Node-disjoint path does not have any common node, except source and destination. In contrast, link-disjoint does not have any link in common. Link disjoint path may have common nodes. Link-disjoint is more effective than node-disjoint because later has less disjoint path from source to destination.

**Link-disjoint path computation:**

S, I and D represents source, intermediate and destination node respectively. si and id, si_1 - id_1, si_2 - id_2, or si_1 - id_2, si_2 - id_1, si_2 - id_1.

- In multicast AOMDV each RREQ, RREP arriving at a node potentially defines an alternate path to the source or destination. Just accepting all such copies will lead to the formation of routing loops. In order to eliminate any possibility of loops, the “advertised hop-count” is introduced. The protocol only accepts alternate routes with hop-count lower than the advertised hop-count, alternate routes with higher or the same hop-count are discarded.
- The advertised hop-count mechanism establishes multiple loop-free paths at every node. These paths still need to be disjoint.

In multicast AOMDV this is used at the intermediate nodes. Duplicate copies of a RREQ are not immediately discarded. Each packet is examined to see if it provides a node-disjoint path to the source. For node-disjoint paths all RREQs need to arrive via different neighbors of the source. This is verified with the first hop field in the RREQ packet and the first hop list for the RREQ packets at the node.

At the destination a slightly different approach is used, the paths determined there are link-disjoint, not node-disjoint. In order to do this, the destination replies up to k copies of the RREQ, regardless of the first hops. The RREQs only need to arrive via unique neighbors.

**Group Creation:**

Follows directly from the unicast AOMDV.
Discovers multicast routes on-demand using a broadcast route discovery mechanism employing the same Route Request (RREQ) and Route Reply (RREP) messages.

A mobile node originates a RREQ message when it wishes to join a multicast group, or when it has data to send to a multicast group but it does not have a route to that group.

Only a member of the desired multicast group may respond to a join RREQ.

If the RREQ is not a join request, any node with a fresh enough route to the multicast group may respond.

As the RREQ is broadcasted across the network, nodes set up pointers to establish the reverse route in their routing tables.

A node receiving a RREQ first, updates its route table to record the sequence number.

For join RREPs, an additional entry is added to the multicast route table and is not activated unless the route is selected to be a part of the multicast mesh.

**Group Maintenance**

Group membership and multicast mesh is maintained in multicast AOMDV though periodic transmission of RREQ messages by the source node. All the states in multicast AOMDV are soft states which are refreshed periodically by control message mentioned above or via transmission of data packets. Because of having soft states between the nodes, there is no need to send any special message to the member or to the neighbor nodes. If any member wants to leave a multicast group, it simply stops the generation of RREP message in reply of RREQ message by the source node.

**3.3 PERFORMANCE OF PROPOSED PROTOCOL**

**3.3.1 NS Simulation**

Simulation environment is as follows:

1. Radio range of a node: 250m
2. Channel capacity: 2MB/sec
3. Data rate: 1 packet/sec
4. Simulated area 200mx200m
5. Traffic pattern: 50 CBR/UDP (bidirectional communication)
6. Maximum speed: 5m/sec, 10m/sec
7. Size of data packet: 512bytes
8. Number of node: 7

Ad hoc on demand multicast routing protocol constructs multiple routes from source to destination whenever there is a packet to transmit from source to destination. The packet transmission follows only that route which has minimal cost (minimum number of nodes in between a source to destination).

The entire topology has been divided in three groups G1, G2, G3. A node can receive or transmit packet on when it is the member of a group. For G1 node 5 is working as router. And for G2 node 3 is working as router. And for G3 node 6 is working as router.

Simulation starts at time t=10.5.

At t= 24, node 6 joins group G1. At this time node 5 updates it's routing table and constructs a route from 5 to 6 via node 4.

At time t=25 node 6 leaves group G1. And hence there is no transmission from 5 to 6.

At t=29 node 6 joins group G1, and router 5 again transmit packets to node 6 via node4. At t=40, node 6 moved out.

At t=40.5 node 6 moved in.

At t=70 node 2 joins group G1. Router 5 forwards packet to node 2 via route 5-4-6-2.

At t=78 node 2 leaves group. At t=80.5 node 2 again join group G1, and router forwards packet to it through route 5-4-6-2.

At time t=84 node 2 leaves group G1.

At t=84.5 node2 join group G1.

At t=88 node 2 leave group G1.

At t=89 node 2 joins group G2. At this time router 3 starts transmission to node 2.

At t=90 node 2 leaves group G1.

At t=93 node 4 joins group G3. For G3 node 6 is working as router and transmit the packet to node 4.

At t=96.5 node 2 joins group G3. Router 6 omputes a route for transmitting packets to node 2 via node 4.

At t= 102 node 2 leaves group G3.

At t= 102 node 4 leaves group G3.

At t=106 node 2 leaves group G1.

At t=110.5 node 2 joins group G1

At t=112.5 node 2 leave group G1

and node 4 join group G3.

At t=115.5 node 3 join group G3, and router 6 updates it's routing table and reconstruct a router to node 3 via node 4 as 6-4-3.

At t=118.5 node 6 leave group G1.

At t=121 node 6 join group G1.

At t=123 node 6 leave group G1.

At t=124 node 4 leave group G1.

At t=128 node 4 join group G1.

At t=136 node 3 and 4 leave group G3.
At \( t=138.5 \) node 2 join group G3, router 6 recomputed route from 6 to 2 as 6-4-2.
At \( t=140.5 \) node 4 leave group G3, and node 2 join group G1.
At \( t=157 \) node 2 leave group G1.
At \( t=163.5 \) node 2 join group G1.
At \( t=167.5 \) node 2 leaves group G1.
At \( t=167.5 \) node 4 join group G3.
At \( t=170.5 \) node 4 leaves group G3.
At \( t=170.5 \) node 2 join group G1.
At \( t=179 \) node 4 leaves group G3.
At \( t=187 \) node 6 leaves group G1.
At \( t=188 \) node 6 join group G1.
At \( t=195.5 \) node 4 join group G3.
At \( t=195.5 \) node 2 leaves group G1.
At \( t=198 \) node 3 join group G3.
At \( t=199 \) node 3 leaves group G3.
At \( t=200 \) Simulation END

**3.3.2 Node Structure**

![Figure 3.3 Working of multicast MAODV](image)

**Figure 4.1 Packet transmissions in NS-2**

**Figure 4.2 Packet transmissions in NS-2**

**RESULT**

**4.1 PERFORMANCE METRIC**

We evaluate two key performance matrices:

**Packet delivery fraction:** The ratio of the data packets delivered to the destination to those generated by sources.
Figure 4.3 Packet transmissions in NS-2

Figure 4.4 Graphical representation of result

Figure 4.5 Graphical representation of result

Figure 4.6 Graphical representation of result
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